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CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE AND CRIMINOLOGY
IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Negative marketing: The “wicked arts” to try to discredit the competitor
Francisco Viñals Carrera *
Director of Master of Criminalistics –Forensic Sciences.
UAB - Barcelona Autonomous University
Professor and Advisor of the Master of Analyst of Intelligence
Rey Juan Carlos University, Univ. Carlos III, UB and UAB
First Class Cross of Military Merit

Normally when we speak about criminology what comes to mind are the basic specialties of forensic
science such as graphistics and documentoscopy, fingerprinting, ballistics, forensic analytic,
accident and arson analysis.

Not many years ago computer forensics was also included in

criminology and now with the expansion of the internet and social networks such as Facebook and
Twitter, criminologists have had to renew their research skills in the behavior on the net, converging
aspects of anthropology, sociology, psychology, linguistics, and graphoanalysis so as to be able to
catch the motives, maneuvers or strategies, and the camouflaged true identity of the ideological
author, being that it is very well known that criminal organizations have progressively developed
their activity on the net at an alarming rate.

Putting products at eye level to promote them in a supermarket is legal and forms part of a concept
in marketing which is accepted even by consumers. Submitting a curriculum vitae in which we
visually organize information so as to place priority on some information, be it academic or
professional, for example by reversing the chronology so as to put emphasis on a more recent title
and position, also forms part of fair and ethical marketing. This product location is simply an
attractive presentation aimed at the selector in the same way as someone who prepares an
attractive, creative curriculum vitae for jobs that require inventiveness, originality, design capacity,
etc.

But what would we say if we want to hire someone and discover that their curriculum vitae is
“padded” or full of lies? A few days ago the director of an important multinational hotel expressed his
anger after having interviewed a candidate that was sent to him by a headhunter. The candidate’s
curriculum vitae declared his competence in various languages, but during the interview it became
clear that this was not the case. It is clear that exaggerating on curriculum vitaes can initially attract
interest for a specific candidate; however lying has very negative repercussions when it is
discovered. Correctly so, many companies require candidates to fill out and sign a questionnaire
while waiting to do the job interview. This questionnaire includes a section stating that all of the

given information is accurate and true and that this is a condition affecting the validity of any
possible contract.

Exaggeration, aggrandizement or embellishment is committing an error, but if the bad faith is done
with malicious intent like in the case we once found, in which all of the curriculum vitae was a word
for word copy of a curriculum vitae of another person who was suitable for the position, changing
only personal information, then we have a criminal act. Interestingly, this individual was able to pass
the psychometrical tests and the interview. However, suspicions were raised by the graphology
which caused detectives to go through a fact checking process. What began as nothing more than a
pre-labor report, turned into a full blown private investigation upon finding so many falsifications. In
reality, this was a case of industrial espionage, the miscreant wanted to be hired by the company to
take advantage of the first few days of work to copy all of the company’s digital information before
the company could discover his falsifications.

Unfortunately, it is much easier to capture a liar within an institution than out in the open. There are
freelance professionals with no scruples that have learnt these “wicked arts” and are capable of
including belonging to institutions, associations, and even having degrees or responsibilities; all of
which are not true, in their submissions. Such was the case of a woman who was successful in

entering a federation of associations under the pretense of being a coordinator of a Master program,
while never having even taken said Master. Or another woman from Bilbao who in her dictum
presented herself as a member of the AGC of Spain when it was not true. Or a young man who
presented himself on the net as a graduate of the BAU and when I called him asking him what class
he was from because I did not remember him, he told me that it had been a mistake. However, one
of our partners was already considering contracting him for a research position under the
assumption that this young man had been a former student of the BAU. Fortunately this partner
contacted me beforehand and did not end up hiring this individual.

How many times have we heard the following phrase? “I don’t know this person, but since he is a
friend of a friend of mine I befriended him on Facebook”. Later it turns out that the person who
originally accepted him doesn’t know why he befriended this individual either and doesn’t have any
guarantee about him, but now the entire group is already contaminated. This situation confirms the
saying that “the friends of my friends are not necessarily my friends” This is even more relevant in
the applications of some professionals or marketing firms which use search programs and
contacting applications based on specialties; then because of the good manners of those contacted,
some of their petitions are accepted in a term popularly called follow back. Clearly professionals

who manipulate the situations this way in order to find clients or gain credibility, demonstrate a lack
of moral and ethical principles.

We have seen how we can go from a simple attractive way of presenting the truth, to an
embellished or touched up biased version of the truth (exaggerating positions held or the degree of
importance or even the omission of information; for example in the case of companies where the
employee had some conflict or was fired), up until the case of falsifying a curriculum vitae with the
intention of committing industrial espionage. In another case we identified an individual who did not
forge a curriculum vitae, but rather had the patience to build the trust of others by acting as a
“sleeper” until the time came to “inform” an international criminal organization which was clearly very
well organized. Here this was no longer a question of personal gain or even that of a small or
medium sized business.

Going on, postmodernism and the social networks have brought about new methods of that which is
referred to as negative marketing. That is: trying to besmirch the image of those who are considered
as possible competitors, in order to emphasize that “greatness” of themselves or being chosen in
the end, as the maliciously tainted competitor has been eliminated.

This not so new practice in the United States is something that took us by surprise in Europe.
However, as in all things related to the Internet, it obliges one to quickly retrain and relearn and in
the end it is as if we had done an intensive practical Master in delinquency in the social networks.
From a criminalistics point of view in the social-professional area we have been able to transcend
that what would be a simple “Troll” (a provocateur who gets pleasure out of making others angry
through insults or someone who says something negative just to get a reaction out of others without
any business interest) and contrast this with, for example, the subtle criminal activity of unethical
competition, understanding how they identify those possible competitors, how they get their
resources and contacts, and finally how they go about discrediting the reputation of others.

In essence, we could consider from a criminalistics point of view, three degrees of negative
marketing that set out to discredit the reputation of the competitor:
1st) Look for the weaknesses, the negative aspects that can be found either directly or
indirectly, sometimes by utilizing the enemy of a competitor. In this case these negative
aspects of the victim are emphasized and become public knowledge.
2nd) A greater degree, when unable to find any negative or damaging information. A trap can

also be set to see if the victim falls into temptation and then later blackmail the victim.
3rd) In those cases where honesty and firm moral and ethical convictions create an
unsurmountable barrier for the criminal, it is easy for them to create rumors or stories that
can diminish the good reputation of the victim. One example can be to try to make others
think that the victim is unfaithful; so the others take for granted that the victim has had a
number of affairs. We even know of a case of an older African American man, ex-apprentice
of tricks in the US Navy who currently is a scout and preparer of tricks to gain access to
personal data by request of individuals who are truly racist, but it is good for these people to
be in charge of a slave. So it looks as if the victim has had an affair with this black man,
something completely ridiculous if one investigates the story, but in the moment that it hits
the Internet it can appear credible. Such was the case of a photo of President Obama’s wife
when the people and media were completely wrong when speaking of her anger due to her
husband laughing with another woman at Mandela’s funeral. The objective of this is to put in
question the honor of the victim and at the same time break his spirit, provoking depression,
something which in those individuals who do not have a great inner strength and who are
going through a rough period in their lives can even bring about suicide. On the other hand
when the victim has high self-esteem and is able to be persistent, this method backfires on
the aggressors as it is based on a lie without any consistency and in the end the attackers
are discredited.

The Internet has created a need and no professional or business can go without virtual
communication. Google manages some 25 million gigabytes of information each day and in this
context of big data, new strategies in relations and new offenses are emerging. We have seen a
facet of the dark side in the Snowden case, but we also know that in some more constructive cases
the analysis of these data bases are turned to, to fight epidemics. For example, for a specific illness
or a serious virus in which the WHO calls for the help of those Internet giants to find areas where
some focal point might appear and could be discovered based on the type of questions asked about
certain symptoms or medications in the different search engines and their geographical locations.

Impunity for rising criminal activity on the net with virtual information is leading many to cry out for
some definite regulation. Authorities in the Justice Department, such as the eminent international
jurist Ramon J. Moles, have been trying for some time to open roads to legislation and international
cooperation being that until internet users have the veracity of the people’s identities guaranteed or
said identities registered in respect to many actions that remain anonymous, the abuses, attacks,
etc. will worsen under the cowardly disguise that many delinquents and individuals with inferiority

complexes act.

In this sense and from criminal intelligence as a specialty of criminology we can also
examine the progressive seriousness in marketing with respect to profiles:

1.-Acceptable case of marketing and advertising: Using your friends and family to promote
yourself. In this case it is like that of showing a product in the best light or that of paying an
advertising agency to place an ad that highlights the best that you have to offer.

2.-Cases which are no longer considered ethically acceptable, which enter into the area
which jurists categorize as an offence. Recruit and pay anonymous individuals to visit a forum
and write favorable or supporting remarks for the contracting party. More and more internet
users are becoming suspicions of inflated figures of “visits” or of “friends” as there have been
real public information campaigns on the issue of renting or hiring people in bulk. Some
politicians have used these methods which have in some cases ended up being a double
edged sword. These methods can work against one because at times it becomes quite clear
that the profiles are of individuals who are in third world countries; these people do not really
understand anything, but allow themselves to be bought for a little food on their plates.
Criminals also develop what is known as “profile farms”, which in general are either false or
distorted online profiles. It should be noted that recent sociological studies have shown that
currently 86% of internet users are suspicious of these figures and that the remaining 14%
can easily be impressed by these kinds of figures, or have little skill on the Internet, or that
their user level is so downright low that they can be influenced by any trend.

3.-Cases that are clearly criminal: recruit individuals without their consent or “zombies”,
indirect collaborators or “shoes”, or invent people who do the dirty work. In this case we are
not talking about speaking well of the director of the list or forum, but rather trying to discredit
the competition. Such was the case, for example, in the early stages of forums or distribution
lists in which by forensic socio-linguistics it was clearly seen that certain pseudonyms or
names were false as they coincided in their manner of speaking with that of, for example, the
very own director of the list or forum. Later, as even the perpetrators noticed that their
multiple personalities were too obvious, even more so with the arrival of Facebook and
Twitter, a new phenomenon, which has been extensively studied by sociologists, occurred the hiring of individuals for this dirty work. Surprisingly, as there are many older people in the
United States who have problems with their retirement pensions it becomes easy to get them
to carry out these tasks at a low cost, almost as if they were in a poor country. We are now
seeing that adolescents are being temped into these positions so that they can pay for drugs
and alcohol. Last year we detected both types of these cases with retired people and young
people. While it is bad to take advantage of people in the third world it is even more
deplorable to do so with people with Down Syndrome whose previous contact was carried out
through entities or associations promising false help or collaboration. For example, the case
of the former member of the US Navy that entered the clan through another member of the
Armed Services, later dedicated to Toastmaster, whose dirty tricks that were learned in the
Navy were applied to stealing information utilizing the Internet.

A few days ago the previously mentioned criminal organization that has the support of an internet
radio station and an English group with a presence in Facebook boasted about getting, in very little
time, more than 15,000 contacts (it goes without saying that knowing this sector, it is impossible that
they were able to achieve this in a legit manner). The promoters are in the United States with their
objective being to discredit some competitors in a subtle manner. They suggested a theme such as
jealousy of one’s children in respect to their parents; one of the people in charge in Spain marked
that he “liked” it. Later a contact from India linked this to a first name. The end result was that
outside observers who followed the steps had the sensation of a connection between “sons’ and
daughters’ (children’s) jealousy” and a leader of a profession who has two children who now run that
business and these people received all of the negative considerations derived from this interrelation
that arose in an almost quasi subliminal manner.

One not so subtle method is that of psychological torture tried by some fans of criminal marketing by
means of anti-coaching. For example a delinquent from Bilbao took interest in posting, on
specifically important family dates such as a wedding anniversary, a kind of anti-congratulatory
message consisting of images that implied unfaithfulness as a reminder to the victim about her
harrier. The intention was to ridicule her, cause public ridicule encouraging her competitors to
collaborate in the abuse so as to try and make the victim feel harmed. Really it is like Nazi
psychology which tries to crush the spirit and any psychological resistance. The weak of course end
up giving up, getting sick, falling into depression, and even self-harm.

Less subtle but equally pernicious is the strategy used by another one of the components of the
clan, who was recruited for his predisposition to betray his country, like most of the subordinates
that serve. In this case the individual in question, who also took part in the previously described
radio program, specialized in contacting the people who “like” some material that a leader in
Graphopathology in Argentina usually posts. This material tried to negatively influence others about
the victim. Fortunately the above mentioned leader really existed, and people told him about the
different attempts to discredit him by the collaborationist from the clan. In addition, this
collaborationist insisted in a sick megalomaniac narcissist way within his degenerate vicious circle,
which in the end became his self-consolation that converted him into his own vile refuge. The
aforementioned traitor of the profession is already known by the main entities and utilizing Spanish
and Catalan resources has acted as a university authority without actually being one and thus has
obtained the consideration of foreign associations.

In this modality we can also find the “renting” of the profile. For example, people are given promises
to lead the delegation in another country but then have to relinquish the possibility of managing their

own profiles so that their contractors or collaborators can post whatever they want. Not long ago we
detected an Argentinean woman who was always writing with mistakes and with outbursts. After
renting her profile to the director of the list she then appeared to be a cultured, thoughtful person
with self-control who of course spoke very highly of the director of the list. Again not so long ago, an
Indian woman suddenly befriended almost everyone in Facebook and then began using expressions
that did not correspond to either her gender or her culture. There was however one detail: in her
area there was a serious tragedy and instead of speaking about it, she made jokes about the
sexuality of a pig which seemed more like an expression from an old drunken sailor than an Indian
woman. We therefore insist that by forensic socio-linguistics one usually discovers the mastermind
behind the statements from the impersonated identity of another.

The same thing is happening in regards to the duplication of identities in emails, which has been far
too common in criminal groups acting on the internet. Just last year we detected an attempt of
duplication in the university, which like handcrafted virus attacks came from California (a county very
near Los Angeles). There, the investigators located one of the bosses of the previously mentioned
crime family who carry out unfair competition and are linked to a number of business ventures and
organized crime. This group works among crime novel writers, Toastmasters, musicians, coaching
psychologists, family councilors, graphologists, and experts in documents in question, and
criminologists. In collusion with other criminals from Hawaii (an ex-partner of the group who also
works with a self-declared atheist from Israel who has shown signs of betraying his own people,
both of whom are in favor of jihadists). These groups work in Venezuela, Cuba, Brazil, Argentina,
Mexico, Peru, England, Holland, Canada, India, Pakistan, Eastern Europe, and several countries in
Africa always with either family members, their spouses, or delegations and contacts. For example,
they work in Germany and Eastern Europe through the mediation of the children and their spouses,
although the African American ex-navy man and his ex-girlfriend, a Croatian, both residing in
Hawaii, also serve. Through criminal means they are able to enter other people’s computers by, for
example, appropriating cookies. In fact we always warn our colleagues to take special caution when
using certain resources such as Dropbox. Recently the earlier mentioned list director “gave away”
an antique book that he had found on the internet but anyone who wanted the book had to sign up
for Dropbox. In this case the objective was not to get praise for providing this book but rather to sign
up naïve individuals whose computers would later be hacked by information thieves.

Elaborating on those steps, beyond mere negative marketing, it is also worth noting that last year in
October 2013; a website of professionals who collaborate with the university was redirected, tricking
the robots of Google. We detected that this came from the Ukraine, adding to the list of their other
activities. This matter has been properly channeled through the courts and is pending the results of

the Rogatory Letters in order to continue the process at an official level, at the same time we are
aware of another attack from a similar association in Madrid and the IP once again was localized in
the U.S., England, Germany and countries of Eastern Europe, coinciding with the places where
certain elements of the aforementioned gang are active and moving normally.

Within the previous modality we also discovered a subspecialty that exploits international criminal
organizations, like the one previously mentioned, trying to get the natural enemies of the victim in
their area; acting for the organization they encourage them or provide indirect support and give them
data or information that is the spark of motivation. Sometimes this can be a good thing, but the
intention is to increase a sense of competition to instill the fear in the victim that he can be
overshadowed or removed.

Ultimately it is the direct competitors, or those who are considered as

such, who attack the victim. Logically, such competitors are not conscious that they are being used
by an organized clan at first and will surely, in another moment, become the victim or subjected to
blackmail; which has also occurred. In our experience we have seen this phenomenon, but as we
have already mentioned, on the Internet one learns very quickly, so these competitors realize that
they are being used and the majority of them decide to move away from these unethical practices.
This makes matters worse as it only empowers the criminal clan and not them. As anyone with a bit
of foresight can image, few want to be permanently labeled as collaborating with organized crime. In
this sense what we have seen in Argentina is very encouraging and we are confident that other
countries are taking due note and will not make the same mistakes.

The lack of action by those who should help alleviate such actions quickly means serious damage in
this profession. It makes them doubly responsible and practically moral accomplices, especially if
they are part of any ethical federation. Thankfully there are only a few cases in which the individuals
do not end up collaborating with the Police and Justice Department.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our colleagues who altruistically and discreetly
are collaborating in this research, which thanks to all of you, is uncovering this whole network.
Professionals know that this sad reality, even though virtual, can have serious effects. These
professionals act quickly to neutralize the damaging claims intended to topple leaders and
prominent centers, usurping their contacts and resources and impersonating or replacing the
leadership and attempting to dominate the market in various countries that are developing a good
level of professional activity.
(*) Member: World Jurist Association, and: International Police Association
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Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Escola de Prevenció i Seguretat Integral
School of Prevention and Integral Security

Master's programme in Criminalistics (Criminology)
This professional master’s programme (70 credits ECTS )
is made up of three postgraduate degrees, all consisting of

1 The first course:
Postgraduate degree in Criminalistics: Analysis of Information and Advanced
Techniques in Forensic Sciences (750 hours 30 credits ECTS)
2 a the second course (speciality)
Postgraduate degree in Scientific Police and Criminal Intel·ligence (750 hours
30 credits ECTS)

speciality

speciality

Master’s Degree in Criminalistics:
Director of Forensic Sciences (10
credits ECTS)

Master’s Degree in Criminalistics:
Document Examination and Judicial
Analysis of Patents and Trademarks
(10 credits ECTS)

Studies in criminalistics (criminology-forensic sciences) at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, a
public university, will conform to the Bologna agreement and will now offer ECTS credits (European
Credit Transfer System),, thus complying with the new European university-studies framework.
The heads of the programme are Francisco Viñals Carrera, Mariluz Puente Balsells and Manuel Ballbé.
The courses will be taught by an outstanding team of academics and professionals, including experts
from Spanish public-security forces and from medical and educational institutions
Supervised by the Spanish Institutional Board of Professors and Directors of Forensic-Sciences Laboratories and
the Coordinació de Criminalistes i Pèrits Judicials de les Escoles de Pràctica Jurídica, Doctorat I Postgrau de
Catalunya (Coordinating Committee of Criminalists and Judicial Expert Analysts of the Schools for Forensic,
Doctorate and Graduate Studies of Catalonia
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EDIFICI HISTÒRIC <<Casa Convalescència>>
c. Sant Antoni Mª Claret, 171 - 08041 Barcelona (SPAIN)

information: rosamaria.custo@uab.cat

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

MASTER’S DEGREE IN EUROPEAN GRAPHOANALYSIS
January, 2015

This professional master’s programme (1750 hours 70 credits ECTS)
is made up of three postgraduate degrees, all consisting of

-Psychological Analysis of Handwriting, Graphoanalysis, Graphopathology and
Graphic Projective Tests (750 hours 30 credits ECTS)

-Forensic Handwriting Analysis, Graphistics, Document Examination and Forensic
Sociolinguistics. (750 hours 30 credits ECTS)
* * *

2008-2009, studies in graphology at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, a public
university, will conform to the Bologna agreement and will now offer ECTS credits
(European Credit Transfer System),, thus complying with the new European universitystudies framework.
The heads of the programme are Francisco Viñals Carrera, Mariluz Puente Balsells and
Jose Llobet Aguado. The courses will be taught by an outstanding team of academics and
professionals, including experts from Spanish public-security forces and from medical and
educational institutions
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EDIFICI HISTÒRIC <<Casa Convalescència>>
c. Sant Antoni Mª Claret, 171 - 08041 Barcelona (SPAIN)
TELF: 93. 581.71.77 - FAX: 93.323.24.71
WEB SITE: http://www.grafologiauniversitaria.com/
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NEW GRADUATING MASTER’S CLASS IN EUROPEAN GRAPHOANALYSIS,
EXPERTS IN JUDICIAL GRAPHOLOGY AND FORENSIC GRAPHOANALYSTS
AND GRAPHOPSYCHOLOGISTS FROM THE BARCELONA AUTONOMOUS
UNIVERSITY -EPSI-UAB- “ UNIVERSITAT AUTÒNOMA DE BARCELONA ”

On Friday the 18th of October at 5:00 PM the Academic Ceremonies commenced with
Director Francisco Viñals Carrera welcoming everyone. He began with a salutation
from the Administration at the BAU (Barcelona Autonomous University) and its
representation in EPSI –School of Prevention and Comprehensive Security, namely the
Rector’s Delegate Professor Manuel Ballbé, the President of the Foundation Professor
Ramon Moles and the Executive Director Rut Carandell.
Among the professors from the
BAU programs on stage were: Pilar
Mélich, head of studies in
Graphoscriptural Retraining, Lynn
Pérez-Calvo
Soler,
head
of
Graphopsychology
in
the
developing
age
and
family
counseling, presided over by the
Director of the Master Mariluz
Puente, followed by Maria Dolores
Mora, head of Grapho-Dynamic
and Psychoanalytic Techniques,
and lastly Eva Miñana, head of
Graphopsychology in HR.
Additionally in the first row were the Professors of Criminology and Handwriting
Expert: Josep Juan Buixeda and Miriam Valldeperes, as well as Professor Josep
Angel Borras. In regards to the Coordinator of EPSI-BAU were Josep Manel López and
his assistant Rosa Mª Custó, heads of all the organization of the Administration of the
programs as well as the photojournalists Núria i Esteve.
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Speaking
in
turn
were
Professor
Dolors
Mora,
Professor Lynn Pérez-Calvo,
followed by Professor Eva
Miñana and later Professor
Pilar Mélich. Next Professors
Josep Juan Buixeda and
Miriam Valldeperes took the
podium, and lastly Professor
Mariluz Puente concluded the
speeches, announcing that
the next annual meeting of
the AGC will focus on
Educative Graphology. She
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reminded everyone that AGC as well as the BAU, as is explained in: “Graphology and
Science, with one hundred fifty doctoral theses and dissertations’ support” published by
the UOC, were pioneers in instructing schools on the negative influence of script
handwriting of Anglo-Saxon origin and of the advantages of cursive handwriting in
learning and subsequent development.
They managed to implement cursive
handwriting at least in the advanced stages of learning, which was done altruistically,
and we can see how this has been useful for other professionals to be able to work in
this line. At the same time she praised the efforts of Pilar Mélich and Mónica Gallerani
in their training and intensive practice these last years on the subject of
Graphoscriptural Retraining, stating that now not only is there a course, which is taught
by Pilar Mélich, but also a specific higher level program for Graphologists.

As a second part, the explanation and delivery of accreditation session opened, first
with the Master in European Graphoanalysis diplomas and special diplomas to the
Master:
Summa cum Laude Diploma from the ICG
-Concepción Pérez Puyol
-Arantxa Baragoitia Nieto
-Meritxell Duran Parera
-Jonatan Morales Albós
-Elisabeth Martínez Fernández
-Ana Padilla Pérez
-África Fuentes Garrido (2nd Master)
-Ana Huerta Bernad (2nd Master)
www.grafologiauniversitaria.com
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Honorary Member Diploma from the AGC of Spain
-Francisco Martínez Saez

The Dr. Emilio Mira y López Medal
-Floren Solà Basas
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Then the activity continued with the delivery of the Graduate Study Diplomas for
Judicial Handwriting Expert, Forensic Graphoanalyst and Graphopsychologist in Family
and Professional Counseling.

To conclude the academic
acts everyone went to the
ground floor to take the
commemorative photos on
the stairs and then into the
dining
room
for
a
celebratory cocktail where
everyone toasted the new
graduates of the BAU.
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CELEBRATORY ACTS FOR THE 10th ANNIVERSARY OF THE
CRIMINALISTICS STUDIES AT THE “UAB” –FORENSIC SCIENCES-

ICG Nº 14 – International
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On Saturday, the 23rd of November, 2013 we celebrated 10 years of Criminalistics
graduates at the “UAB” -Forensic Sciences- with the finalization of this year’s class.

Representing the Administration of the “UAB” the Tribunal of Authorities Professor
Josep Llobet presided, representing the administration of the Master in Criminalistics –
Forensic Sciences- was Professor Francisco Viñals, from the National Police Force the
Provincial Commissioner Sebastián Trapote and Chief of the Scientific Police Juan
Martínez, and from the Spanish Civil Guard the Chief of the Judicial Police from zone
VII, Daniel Baena.

After opening the ceremony, Professor José Llobet gave thanks to the graduates and
the School of Prevention and Comprehensive Security, the Police Headquarters of
Catalonia, the officials of the CNP and the headquarters of the Civil Guard and it
representatives, especially the Chief of the Judicial Police who had been personally
invited and joined us in this ceremony. Professor LLobet also gave special mention to
Director Francisco Viñals Carrera as Professor Decorated by the Ministry of Defense
with the First Class Cross for his work as Advising Professor of the Military Staff and
coauthor with Director Mariluz Puente of the work: Analysis of Writings and
Documentation in the Secret Service. Professor Llobet apologized as well on behalf of
Professor Capell, Institutional Chief of the Autonomous Police, for not being able to
attend at the last minute. The ceremony continued with the various officials giving
welcoming and congratulatory remarks in turn.
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Director Francisco Viñals Carrera taught the last class in the course, prepared with codirector Mariluz Puente and that was the summary of the article that has been included
in this edition of the Magazine. Afterwards Professor and Judge Miriam Valldeperes
and Professor of Criminology Josep Juan Buixeda spoke briefly and after the final
speech by the president, the graduates were given their credentials and began to
celebrate with a cocktail held not only in their honor but also to commemorate the 10th
Anniversary of these degrees at the Barcelona Autonomous University.
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Dictionary

English – Spanish

Terminology European Graphoanalysis (Vels – Viñals & Puente)

Nuria Barroso – Judith Verbracken

Master in European Graphoanalysis, EPSI-UAB
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SPACE ORDER.GLOBAL
ORGANIZATION
Organised
Proportionate or sober
Disproportionate (curly or inflated)
Vertical axis (predominance of vertical strokes)
Horizontal axis (predominance of horizontal strokes)
Cylindrical (predominanceof middle zone and curved)
Orderly (words, lines, full stops, paragraphs, etc., are
carefully placed)
Disorderly
Illegible (dark)
Unfinished or missing words and letters
Suspended (inhibited endings of letters)
Moved (predominance of movement over form)
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPACE
Clear (well spaced, legible and proportionate)
Confused (intermingled lines)
Space between lines
Aerated (predominance of blank spaces)
Concentrated lines
Wide space between words
Insufficient distance between words (< m)
Space between letters (extensive)
Little or no space between letters
Cuts, chimneys, pockets of space
DISPOSITION OF MARGINS
Rigid margins
Regular margins
Irregular margins
Big left margin or widening
Small left margin or narrowing or widening in
comparison to right margin
Without margin (the text invades all space)
Filled in margins

ORDEN ESPACIAL
ORGANIZACIÓN GLOBAL
Organizada
Proporcionada o sobria
Desproporcionada (rizada o inflada)
Eje vertical (predominio de trazos verticales)
Eje horizontal (predominio de trazos horizontales)
Cilíndrica (predominio de zona media y curva)
Ordenada (muy cuidada en situación de palabras,
líneas, puntos y aparte, etc.)
Desordenada
Ilegible (oscura)
Inacabada o palabras y letras saltadas
Suspendida (trazos finales inhibidos)
Movida (Predominio movimiento sobre forma)
DISTRIBUCIÓN DEL ESPACIO
Clara (bien espaciada, legible y proporcionada)
Confusa (líneas entremezcladas)
Espaciada interlínea
Aérea (predominio de espacios en blanco)
Concentrada líneas
Espaciada interpalabras
Insuficiente distancia entre palabras (<m)
Espaciada interletras (extensa)
Apretada interletra
Cortes, chimeneas, bolsas de espacio
DISPOSICIÓN DE MÁRGENES
Márgenes rígidos
Márgenes regulares
Márgenes irregulares
Margen izquierdo grande o ensanchándose
Margen izquierdo pequeño o estrechándose con margen
derecho o ensanchándose
Sin margen (el texto invade todo espacio)
Márgenes rellenados

DIMENSION
Large (middle zone between 3.5 and 4.5 mm)
Very large (>4.5 mm)
Medium (middle zone between 2.5 and 3.5 mm)
Small (middle zone between 1.5 and 2.5 mm)
Microscopic. Very small (<1.5 mm)
Tall handwriting (superelevated in middle zone)
Superelevated (prolonged upper extensions/lower
extensions)
Reduced (shortening in upper extensions/lower
extensions)
Enlarging writing (increasing in size at the end of word)
Tapering (diminishing)
Uniform (invariable size)
Fluctuating (variable size)
Wide
Squeezed

DIMENSIÓN
Grande (zona media entre 3,5 y 4,5 mm)
Muy grande ( > 4,5 mm)
Mediana (zona media entre 2,5 y 3,5 mm)
Pequeña (zona media entre 1,5 y 2,5 mm)
Microscópica (< 1,5 mm)
Alta (sobrealzamiento en zona media)
Sobrealzada (alargamiento hampas/jambas)
Rebajada (acortamiento hampas/jambas)

PRESSURE
TENSION
Firm
Firm – velvety (curve)
Firm – sharp (angle)
Slack
Soft
Hesitant
Upper extensions or downstrokes concave to the right
Upper extensions or downstrokes convex to the right
Altered
DEPTH
Deep or marked (it leaves impression on the paper)
Superficial (it does not leave impression on the paper)
Truncated
Unequal pressure
GAUGE (Weight)
Nourished (>0.5 mm in full)
Light (<0.5 mm in full)
Displaced pressure (abrupt increases in size)
Precise (precise and clean contours)
Sharp-pointed (sharp ending strokes. In needle-like)
In clubbed
Pasty
Uneven inking
Displaced pressure (heavy in up strokes and light in
down strokes)

PRESIÓN
TENSIÓN
Firme
Firme suave (curva)
Firme dura (ángulo)
Floja
Blanda
Vacilante
Hampas o palos cóncavos a la derecha
Hampas o palos convexos a la derecha
Alterada
PROFUNDIDAD
Profunda o marcada (aprieta sobre el papel)
Superficial (no aprieta sobre el papel)
Truncada
Presión desigual
CALIBRE (Peso)
Nutrida (>0,5 mm en plenos)
Ligera (<0,5 mm en plenos)
Apoyada (aumentos bruscos del grosor)
Neta (contornos precisos y limpios)
Acerada (finales de trazo agudos. En aguja)
En maza
Pastosa
Entintado desigual
Desplazada (carga en perfiles y ligera en plenos)
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Creciente (aumentando tamaño hacia el final de palabra)
Gladiolada (decreciente)
Uniforme (tamaño invariable)
Fluctuante (tamaño variable)
Ancha
Estrechada
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FORM

FORMA

ISTRUCTURE
Infantile
Copy-book
Typographic
Round
Rounded
Semi-angular
Angular
Simple
Ornate
Simplified
Complicated
Affected, artificial
Bizarre
Arched (arcaded)
Filiform (threadlike handwriting)
Looped
Uppercase in the whole text
Some small letters in capital letters (either use upper
case or capital letters in both of these last 2)
CONNECTION
Oval garland connection
Round garland connection
Arched connection
Ascending diagonal connection
Mixed connection
AESTHETICS
Aesthetics
Vulgar
With relief impression

ESTRUCTURA
Infantil
Caligráfica
Tipográfica
Redonda
Redondeada
Semiangulosa
Angulosa
Sencilla
Ornada
Simplificada
Complicada
Artificial
Bizarra
Arqueada (en arcos)
Filiforme (en forma de hilo)
Buclada
Mayúsculas en todo el texto
Interversión gráfica (algunas minúsculas en mayúsculas)

SPEED OR RAPIDITY

VELOCIDAD O RAPIDEZ

Slow
slow and deliberate
Rapid
Launched or precipitated
Inhibited

Lenta
Pausada
Rápida
Lanzada o precipitada
Inhibida

ORIENTATION

ORIENTACIÓN

DIRECTION OF LINES
Horizontal rectilinear (horizontal baseline)
Horizontal flexible
Ascending lines, rising lines
Descending
Stepped up
Stepped down
Sinuous or serpentine
Rigid
Uneven baseline Jerking (“jumps”)
Concave lines
Convex lines
INCLINATION OF LETTERS
Slight rightward slant (60º at 85º)
Pronounced rightward slant (< 60º)
Vertical (between 85º and 95º)
Inverted (left or right slant) (>85º)
Flexible oscillating
Discordant inclination
Rigid inclination (parallel)
Shaky

DIRECCIÓN DE LÍNEAS
Horizontal rectilínea
Horizontal flexible
Ascendente
Descendente
Escalonada ascendente
Escalonada descendente
Sinuosa o serpentina
Rígida
“a brincos” (scattante)
Líneas cóncavas
Líneas convexas
INCLINACIÓN LETRAS
Inclinación dextrógira ligera (60º a 85º)
Inclinación dextrógira pronunciada (< 60º)
Vertical (entre 85º y 95º)
Invertida (levógira o sinistrógira) (> 85º)
Oscilante flexible
Inclinación discordante
Inclinación rígida (paralela)
Vacilante

ABREACTION (aperture/closing ovals)
Closed
Double closing, bow-ties
Loop
Open up
Open right
Open below
Variable abreaction
Open left

ABREACCIÓN (apertura/cierre óvalos)
Cerrada
Doble cierre
Bucle
Abierta arriba
Abierta derecha
Abierta abajo
Abreacción variable
Abierta izquierda

COHESION
Connected
Disconnected
Grouped (joined in 2 or 3 letters)
Unequal cohesion
Combined (original connections)
Broken (divided or split letters)
Reconnected (connection in 2 times)
Juxtaposed ( abutted letters)

COHESIÓN
Ligada
Desligada
Agrupada (grupos de 2 o 3 letras)
Cohesión desigual
Combinada (conexiones originales)
Fragmentada (letras divididas o partidas)
Reenganchada (enlace a 2 tiempos)
Adosada (letras pegadas)
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COLIGAMENTO
Coligamento guirnalda oval
Coligamento guirnalda redonda
Coligamento arcos
Coligamento diagonal ascendente
Coligamento mixto
ESTÉTICA
Estética
Vulgar
Con impresión de relieve
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CONTINUITY
Monotonous, static
Stable
Unstable
Cadenced
Rhythmic. Methodically uneven
Hesitant
Amended
Variable (style change in different writings)
_______________________________________G.T.:
CURLS
Curl of “independence”
Curl of “material insecurity”
Curl of “materialism”
Curl of “fixed ideas”
Curl of “Vanity”
Curl of “subjectivism”
Curl of “concealment”
Curl of ”insolence”
Curl of “affectation”

CONTINUIDAD
Monótona, igual
Estable
Inestable
Cadenciada
Rítmica. Desigual metódicamente
Vacilante
Retocada
Variable (cambio estilo en escritos distintos)
____________________________________________G.T.:
RIZOS
Rizo de la “Independencia”
Rizo de la “inseguridad material”
Rizo del “materialismo”
Rizo de la fijación de ideas o “ideas fijas”
Rizo de la “vanidad”
Rizo del “subjetivismo”
Rizo del “ocultamiento”
Rizo del “descaro”
Rizo de la “afectación”

PUNCTUATION
Very precise punctuation
Absent punctuation
Punctuation connected to following letter
Punctuation advanced
Punctuation in circle
Punctuation in accent
Excessive punctuation
Point and hyphen
T-BARS
T-bar equally balanced
Missing t-bar
Connected to the following letter
T-bar to the right of t-stem
T-bar to the left of t-stem
T-bar placed up on the t-stem
Height-bar placed on the middle on the t-stem
T-bar placed down on the t-stem
Lasso
In“sabre stroke”
In “whip stroke”
Upward forward t-bar
In “scythe”
Downward forward t-bar
Umbrella-like t-bar
Dish shaped t-bar
Unequal
Short t-bar
Long t-bar

PUNTUACIÓN
Puntuación muy precisa
Puntuación ausente
Puntuación conectada letra siguiente
Puntuación adelantada
Puntuación en círculo
Puntuación en acento
Puntuación excesiva (en escrito)
Punto y guión
BARRAS DE “t”
Barras de “t” muy precisas
Ausentes
Conectadas a la letra siguiente
Adelantadas
Atrasadas
Altas
A media altura
Bajas
En lazo
En “golpe de sable”
En “golpe de látigo”
En diagonal ascendente
En “guadaña”
Descendentes o caídas
En sombrilla
En “u”
Desiguales
Cortas
Largas

LOWER EXTENSIONS
Long
Short
Round
Regressive (strays to left)
Triangular
In figure “8”
Coated
Concave to the right
Convex to the right
UPPER EXTENSIONS
Umbrella-like (curve overlaying the following)
Shot upward diagonally
Inverse
OVALS
With angle below
With angle above
Protruding
Punctured
SIGNATURE
Only the first name
Vertical strokes predominant
Encircling
Complicated
Left angle
Right angle
Illegible
Shot or upward diagonally
Crossed out
Symbolic

JAMBAS (pies, ejes geotrópicos inferiores)
Largas
Cortas
Redondas
Regresivas (desvío izquierda)
Triangulares
En “8” de guarismo
Recubiertas
Cóncavas a la derecha
Convexas a la derecha
HAMPAS (crestas, palotes o ejes geotrópicos superiores)
En “sombrilla” (curva recubriendo la siguiente)
Disparadas en diagonal ascendente
Con recorrido inverso
ÓVALOS
Con ángulo abajo
Con ángulo arriba
Protuberantes
Pinchados
FIRMA
Nombre propio sin apellidos
Trazos verticales predominantes
Envolvente
Complicada
Ángulo izquierda
Ángulo derecha
Ilegible o evasiva
Con disparo o diagonal ascendente
Tachada
Simbólica
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Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Escola de Prevenció i Seguretat Integral

MASTER EUROPÉEN EN ANALYSE GRAPHOLOGIQUE
Ce Master professionnel (70 crédits ECTS : 1750 heures)
propose de divers diplômes :
-Expertise en grapho-analyse legàle
-graphopsychologie, analyse graphologique, graphopathologie et tests
projectifs graphiques -(30 crédits ECTS : 750 heures)

-Expert en écriture, graphistique, documentoscopie et
sociolinguistique légale (30 crédits ECTS : 750 heures)
des programmes postérieurs au Master :
-Grapho-analyse -reéducateur de l'écriture-Grapho-analyse -ressources humaines* * *
Les études de graphologie de l’université publique qu’est l’Université Autonome de
Barcelone respectent les accords de Bologne et sont devenues un Master avec
des crédits ECTS (European Credit Transfer System), s’intégrant ainsi au nouveau
cadre d’études universitaires européennes.
Les directeurs du Master sont : Francisco Viñals Carrera, Mariluz Puente Balsells
et Jose Llobet Aguado, accompagnés d’une équipe de professeurs aux parcours
universitaire et professionnel remarquables, parmi lesquels figurent des médecins
issus des forces et corps de sécurité de l’État, d’institutions médicales et
éducatives
www.grafologiauniversitaria.com

EDIFICI HISTÒRIC <<Casa Convalescència>>
c. Sant Antoni Mª Claret, 171 - 08041 Barcelona (SPAIN)

rosamaria.custo@uab.cat

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Escola de Prevenció i Seguretat Integral
School of Prevention and Integral Security

Master's programme in Criminalistics (Criminology)
This professional master’s programme (70 credits ECTS )
is made up of three postgraduate degrees, all consisting of

1 The first course:
Postgraduate degree in Criminalistics: Analysis of Information and Advanced
Techniques in Forensic Sciences (750 hours 30 credits ECTS)
2 a the second course (speciality)
Postgraduate degree in Scientific Police and Criminal Intel·ligence (750 hours
30 credits ECTS)

speciality

speciality

Master’s Degree in Criminalistics:
Director of Forensic Sciences (10
credits ECTS)

Master’s Degree in Criminalistics:
Document Examination and Judicial
Analysis of Patents and Trademarks
(10 credits ECTS)

Studies in criminalistics (criminology-forensic sciences) at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, a
public university, will conform to the Bologna agreement and will now offer ECTS credits (European
Credit Transfer System),, thus complying with the new European university-studies framework.
The heads of the programme are Francisco Viñals Carrera, Mariluz Puente Balsells and Manuel Ballbé.
The courses will be taught by an outstanding team of academics and professionals, including experts
from Spanish public-security forces and from medical and educational institutions
Supervised by the Spanish Institutional Board of Professors and Directors of Forensic-Sciences Laboratories and
the Coordinació de Criminalistes i Pèrits Judicials de les Escoles de Pràctica Jurídica, Doctorat I Postgrau de
Catalunya (Coordinating Committee of Criminalists and Judicial Expert Analysts of the Schools for Forensic,
Doctorate and Graduate Studies of Catalonia

www.grafologiauniversitaria.com

EDIFICI HISTÒRIC <<Casa Convalescència>>
c. Sant Antoni Mª Claret, 171 - 08041 Barcelona (SPAIN)

information: rosamaria.custo@uab.cat

